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Abstract

According to the open web application security, project
injection attack is considered as a critical type of attacks.SQL
injection is the main injection attack, occur when entrusted
data are sent to an interpreter as part of a query.There
are different mechanism used for SQL injection attack and
several techniques are used to prevent SQL Injection At-
tacks(SQLIA).A successful injection attacker can hack the
data from database or modify the database by SQL injec-
tion. In this paper, we presented a new Direct Reverse Re-
semblance Algorithm to prevent SQL injection attack with-
out modifying the structure of the database. Some popu-
lar SQL injection attacking tools are used to validate this
model. The experimental results show that this algorithm
prevents almost all types of SQL injection attacks.
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1 Introduction

SQL injection is an injection technique allows attackers to tamper
with existing data, complete disclosure of all data on the system
and modify the data. SQL is an interpreted language, and web
applications commonly construct SQL statements that incorporate
user-supplied data. Such applications may be vulnerable to SQL
injection, if no precaution is taken for safety. This flaw is one of the
most notorious vulnerabilities to have afflicted web applications[1].
Web database applications are mostly three tier web architecture,
consists of database tier at the bottom, the application tier in the
middle and the client tier at the top. But recent web applications
are built on n-tier architecture, in which database layer is responsi-
ble for data storage. This stored data can be accessed through SQL
queries. These SQL queries are executed using user supplied input
data. The attacker use this architecture fault and give malicious
SQL query as input.There are various types of SQLIAs and different
techniques are used to prevent these SQLIAs.But existing solutions
fail to prevent the full scope of the problem.Researchers are try-
ing to adopt various methods used to perform the SQLIA.Here we
present a technique using prevention method named Direct Reverse
Resemblance Algorithm (DRRA).The main advantage of this algo-
rithm is there is no need for changing the structure of the database.
The two level comparison named forward comparison and split re-
verse comparisons allows to prevent different types of SQLIA. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes back-
ground information on SQLIAs and classification of SQLIA and
literature review. Section 3 presents the proposed methodology
and the new algorithm. Evaluation of the model and result has
been examined in section 4. Section 5 discusses about the results
and concluding remarks are given in section 6.
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1.1 SQL Injection Attack

Considering the webpage www.learnlive.co.in, while entering a login
name and password URL is generated as given below.

http://www.learnlive.co.in/data.php?use =onam &pas = keml
&serch = LOGIN

In the above URL use and pas are two variables and the value
of these variables are onam and keml entered as the username and
password. Before login to the page, it checks with the value in the
table. The corresponding SQL query is shown below.

select * from nosecure where (username=’$username and pass-
word=$password)

After replacing the variable with input values, it looks like.

select * from nosecure where (username=’onam’ and password=
’keml’)

In SQLIA, an attacker injects the malicious code to this field.
For example, giving values onam as user name and keml; drop table
nosecure as password. The requested URL is shown below.

http://www.learnlive.co.in/data.php?use=onam&pas=keml; dropt-
ablenosecure &serch=LOGIN

The above query will delete the table named nosecure . There
are various types of SQL injection methods used by the attackers
named tautology, Blind SQL, union query, piggy- backed queries,
logically incorrect queries, queries for stored procedure etc. These
attacks can perform in isolation or together, depending on attacker’s
intention.

2 RELATED WORKS

A detailed study of the SQLIA literature shows that number of pro-
tection techniques are used to prevent SQLIA that include static
analysis, Runtime monitoring, input validation, instruction set ran-
domization etc.
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Static analysis:- Static Code Analysis commonly refers to the
running of static code analysis tools that attempt to highlight possi-
ble vulnerabilities within static (non-running) Source Code [2]. An
analysis framework for web applications by Gary Wassermann and
Zhendong Su present the design of a static analysis framework to
address input related problems. They create an abstract model of
a source program that takes user input and dynamically constructs
SQL queries [2].

Runtime monitoring:- Runtime monitoring technique to handle
tautology based SQL injection attack (SQLIA)(2012) written by
Ramya Dharma and Sajjan G Shiva proposed a framework called
Runtime monitoring framework which performs runtime monitor-
ing of web application during its post deployment to detect and
prevent SQLIA[3].

Hybrid Method:- A combination of static and runtime moni-
toring methods are used effectively to prevent the SQL injection
attack. AMNESIA[4] have combined both static and runtime mon-
itoring. These tools are limited to prevent attack related to the
stored procedure. A novel method for SQL injection attack detec-
tion based on removing SQL query attribute values by Lee. Et.al[5],
proposed a method for detecting SQL injection attack by compar-
ing static queries with dynamic queries.

Instruction set Randomization:- In ISR the attacker does not
know the instruction set of the target machine and it prevents the
SQL injection attack.The work done by Gaurav, Angelos, Keromytis
,Vassilis Prevelakis, Countering Code-Injection Attacks With Instruction-
Set Randomization, created an execution environment, unique to
the running process, so that the attacker does not know the lan-
guage used and hence cannot speak to the machine[6].The main
disadvantage of this technique is that the SQL query is very long.
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3 Proposed Direct Reverse Resemblance

Algorithm (DRRA)

Research on SQL injection attacks is mainly concentrated on the
identification and prevention techniques. Our DRRA model is fo-
cused on both SQLIA prevention and detection. The proposed Di-
rect Reverse Resemblance algorithm called DRRA is designed for
user input injection attacks, which prevent SQL injection in a very
simple manner without modifying the database structure. In this
method, the input is reversed and insert a special character and
then compare with the reversed data in the database.This method
does not require changes in the structure of the database, modify-
ing the registration phase or input validation.The proposed model
has two phases named 1. Routine Phase 2. Methodical Phase

3.1 Routine Phase

In routine phase, when a user access to a login page by entering
the login credential, it compares with a user entered value with the
values in the table from the database. If the comparison is success-
ful, this phase retrieves the values from the table and passes these
values with user input into the second phase named Methodical
phase. If there is no match found user is not able to login into the
page.

3.2 Methodical Phase

The second phase named methodical phase is the efficient phase,
which prevents all the SQL injection attack. In the first stage of
methodical phase, all the user inputs are reversed and split into the
group of two characters and enter a special character in between
them.Then it receives the table values from the routine phase, re-
verse the data and split into group of two and insert the same
special character in between each group of character. In the last
stage compares the modified user input with temporary modified
table data. If these comparisons are successful login is allowed,
otherwise login is not allowed.
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Fig. 1. The overview of the DRRA Model

SQL injection employs a code injection technique in which in-
jects SQL keywords. When an intruder enters any of the SQL
keywords, the algorithm takes it as a user input, reversed the user
input and insert a special character between a group of two charac-
ters. We have grouped the characters in the length of two, be-
cause the minimum number of characters in SQL keywords are
two. For example,if an attacker enters AND keyword, first the
algorithm reversed, it becomes DNA, then group character length
of two (DN,A),Last insert a special character # in between these
grouped characters, the result will be DN#A. The Table 1 below
shows how this algorithm treated the SQL keywords entered by an
intruder.

Table 1. SQL keyword and its DRRA format

If the page is not secure then an intruder can exploit the content
of the database. This model identifies SQL injection with the access
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/ prevention method of routine and methodical phase. We use
a simple statistical tool. Arithmetic means to find the level of
attacks. We formulate a balanced model to identify the attacker.
This balancing model has two stages 1. Allow Access (As) 2. Not
allows Access (Na). The following diagram describes the detection
principle.

Fig. 2. Detection principle of DRRA Algorithm

If routine phase allows to access and methodical phase not al-
low to access the database, then it can be a SQL injection attack.
The statement given below shows the identification rule of this al-
gorithm.

If routine phase and methodical phase allow to access data.
Then data accessing is genuine. Else if routine phase and method-
ical phase don’t allow to access data. Then data accessing is not
possible. Else if routine phase access data and methodical phase
not access data. Then it is a SQL injection attack.

Else if routine and methodical phase not access data, then such
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data never exist.
The algorithm of the proposed model is shown below.

Algorithm-1 DRRA Algorithm

1. Collect data from the form

2. Reverse the user input data and keep the original data

3. Split the user input data into group of two

4. Insert a special character in between user input data

5. Compare data in the table with original input data

6. If the comparison is successful data is retrieved from the
database

7. Reverse the retrieved data in the database

8. Split the data into group of two

9. Insert a special character in between them

10. Compare reversed user input data with reversed data in the
database

11. If all the comparison is successful,logged in into the page

This algorithm use two level validations.Due to two level vali-
dations,. Attacker fails to retrieve the data from the database. The
algorithm is implemented using PHP code and is given below.

$userreverse = strrev($username);
$passreverse = strrev($password);
$usersplit = str split($userreverse; 2);
$passsplit = str split($passreverse; 2);
$finaluser = implode(”#”; $usersplit);
$finalpass = implode(”#”; $passsplit);
$se = ”select*fromnosecurewhere (USERNAME = username and
PASSWORD = $password)”;
$sd = mysql query($se);
While ($r = mysql fetch array ($sd))
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$orginaluser = $r[username];
$orginalpass=$r[password];
$ouserreverse = strrev($orginaluser);
$opassreverse = strrev($orginalpass);
$ousersplit = strsplit($userreverse; 2);
$opasssplit = strsplit($passreverse; 2);
$ofinaluser = implode(”#”; $usersplit);
$ofinalpass = implode(”#”; $passsplit);
$final user ===$finalised)and($finalpass === $finalist)){}

The proposed algorithm is evaluated in a live environment by
creating a website www.learnlive.co.in and hosted in Apache server
and the back end database is created using MYSQL. This system
is easy to implement by web application developers. In this sys-
tem no guessing attack is possible. It has been explained how our
proposed model prevents various types of SQLIA.Test cases are
prepared with both SQLIA data and normal data,and the attack
strings have been prepared from actual dataset taken from a test
based company.All types of SQL injection attacks are tested using
these testbed . These testings are performed in a localhost envi-
ronment and live environment. For example, when the user enters
a username as amritha and password as password, then the URL
looks like,

4 Evaluation of the Proposed Model

The proposed algorithm is evaluated in a live environment by cre-
ating a website www.learnlive.co.in and hosted in Apache server
and the back end database is created using MYSQL. This system
is easy to implement by web application developers. In this sys-
tem no guessing attack is possible. It has been explained how our
proposed model prevents various types of SQLIA.Test cases are
prepared with both SQLIA data and normal data,and the attack
strings have been prepared from actual dataset taken from a test
based company.All types of SQL injection attacks are tested using
these testbed . These testings are performed in a localhost envi-
ronment and live environment. For example, when the user enters
a username as amritha and password as password, then the URL
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looks like,

http://www.learnlive.co.in/directreverselogin.php? Use=amritha
& pas=password & serch=LOGIN

In this example in routine phase compare user name and pass-
word with actual data in the database.The routine phase, which re-
turn a true value,thus it executes the methodical phase, that reverse
the both the input data and data in the database is reversed.These
reversed data in the table and user input is shown in the figure 2

Fig. 2. Data in the Methodical phase

When an attacker enters an attacking string as an input value.
In this situation the routine phase does not prevent the SQLIA.
But in Methodical phase it prevents the SQL injection attack. The
actual data stored is shown Table2.
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Table 2. Actual data in the database

If an attacker enters 1or1=1 as an input string,the methodi-
cal phase compare the reversed input with reversed data in the
database.The figure given below shows the comparison of data in
the methodical phase. In this phase no matching data is found
,thus it prevents the attack.

Fig. 3. Data in the Methodical phase,Attack string

To find the effectiveness of this system more than 150 SQLIA
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test beds are used for different types of attack. The variable PR1
is used to represent the prevention and AT1 is used to indicate the
successful attack. The Table 3 shows the result of the study.

Table 3. Attack prevention and success rate

A total of 2285 different types of input for manual validation of
SQLIA is used. DRRA technique stopped 631 SQLIA and allowed
1654 legitimate access to the web applications. The graph shows
the analysis of manual validation.

Table 4. Attack Evaluation
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of manual analysis

The experimental study indicates that DRRA is an effective
algorithm to prevent SQLIA. In our experiment, these techniques
prevent all types of SQLIA without the modification of the database
structure. Our experiment is conducted in a live environment.
SQL injection attacking tools such as SQLPowerinjector, Mole and
SQLInjectMe are used to test web applications.

For validation, TECAPI attack vector[7] is used in the proposed
model. In TECAPI attack vector false acceptance rate is 8.4% and
genuine acceptance rate is 91.6%. This attack vector contains re-
sources for different types of SQL injection attack. The system also
verifies manually using different attack vectors. In our experiment,
the proposed model prevents manual attack also. Our real environ-
ment experiment shows the proposed technique prevents 94.77

The advantage of the proposed technique is that no declara-
tive specification of input is required.Also in real time monitoring
techniques this algorithm prevents all types of attacks.For a long
instruction set randomization query the algorithm does not require
to change the SQL query.there is no need for input filtering while
user enters any data.

5 Conclusion And Future works

As vulnerabilities in websites are drastically increasing day by day
and SQL injection is considered as one of the most serious threats
to web application security,we proposed a defensive mechanism for
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SQL injection.The proposed DRRA technique shows an effective
result to prevent all types of SQL injections.The proposed technique
maintains certain standards that it doesnt require any change in
the structure of the database. The validation test shows better
acceptance rates 91.6%.

The efficiency of the algorithm can be improved by developing a
URL scanning algorithm and also evaluating with the more complex
real environment. Other attacks in cookies and server variables are
in future pipeline.
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